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Print on Demand *****. Excerpt from Poems and Songs of Cornwall What! Want a subject - look
around On Cornwall s ancient land! The Muse descends at one quick bound Awaiting your
command. If toward the dim mysterious past Your tranced eye be backward cast, See struggling
through the howling blast, Escaped its cave, The old Phoenician trader s mast Rise on the wave.
Imagination s noiseless lights, Dim ?icker far behind, A fairy vision of strange sights Obeys the magic
mind: Again the Druid meditates Beneath the oak; the Bard relates Of ancient kings the mighty
fates, Within the shade, The youthful chief at eve awaits The blushing maid. Shrine Arthur s glory in
your line, Go where Tintagel s keep. Makes even Time itself repine, And frowns upon the deep.
There muse apace until the scene Brings back the pageant that has been Of knightly sports before
the Queen, When chivalry With ?ourished trump and golden sheen Rush d nobly by. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
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Reviews
A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking at
a composed pdf.
-- Eleanore Ernser
Absolutely essential go through publication. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way
and it is just right after i finished reading this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Dr. Haskell Osinski
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